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Clock atom interferometry in Strontium

5S2 1S0

5P 1P1

5P 3Pj

461 nm

30.5 MHz

689 nm

7.4 kHz

698 nm

1 mHz (87Sr)

Sr 698 nm transition

• Narrow (~150 s lifetime), weak coupling

• Needed for long baseline gradiometer 
(i.e., GWs)

• Some technical challenges

Sr 689 nm transition

• Intermediate coupling (22 μs lifetime)

• Supports high Rabi frequency (fast pulses)

• Easier technical requirements

• Also interesting for sensing

Use 689 nm transition for initial demonstration of LMT clock atom interferometry

Sr
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Clock atom interferometry

98.9% π-pulse efficiency

• Perform LMT atom optics using π pulses 

from alternating directions

• Each π pulse interacts with both arms due to 

high Rabi Frequency (+2 ħk)

J. Rudolph, PRL 124, 083604 (2020).
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LMT clock interferometer

Example: 51 ħk interferometer (100 total π pulses) 

First LMT clock interferometers 
using sequential single-photon 
transitions

1 ħk

51 ħk

Contrast loss prediction includes 
excited state decay (22 µs lifetime) + 

measured π-pulse efficiency

LMT in demo limited by available 
689 nm power (~100 mW)

J. Rudolph, PRL 124, 083604 (2020).
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Challenges with increasing LMT

Primary sources of loss

• Spontaneous emission → shorten pulse duration

• Inhomogeneous Rabi frequency → increase laser beam diameter

• Relative Doppler shift of interferometer arms

Increasing laser power allows for shorter pulses and bigger beams, but Doppler 
shifts must eventually be addressed. 

At 100 ℏk, Doppler detuning of each arm is δωD = 100
ℏ𝑘2

𝑚
≅ 2π × 1 MHz

For Rabi frequency Ω = 2𝜋 × 5 MHz, pulse fidelity is only 96%

Initially, both arms are efficiently 
addressed by common π pulses.

However, pulse efficiency begins 
to drop as arm velocity increases.

LMT pulse train

losses
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Doppler shift: three regimes

Ω ≫ δωD

Ω ≪ δωD

Ω ≈ δωD

Weak coupling

Drive with two frequencies, on resonance

Simultaneous, independent transitions

Strong coupling

Negligible Doppler splitting

Single frequency drive

Common evolution of arms

Pulse envelope
(~Ω)

Frequency

Frequency

Frequency

Arm 1Arm 2

Two laser 
frequencies

Singe laser 
frequency

Intermediate coupling

Drive with two frequencies, near resonance

Both frequency tones affect dynamics

Arm 1Arm 2

Arm 1Arm 2
Laser 

frequencies
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Floquet dynamics

𝐻 =
Δ

2
ෝσ𝑧 +

Ω0
2

cos(𝛽𝑡) ෝσ𝑥

Equivalent to strong drive Rabi model Ω ≳ β
(counter-rotating terms not negligible)

Can solve using Floquet theory:

Floquet modes: time-dependent analogs of the 
dressed states 

→ Dynamics are due to diabatic projection

At a given Ω, can find β to achieve perfect transfer

Ψ t = 𝑎 |Φ1(t)〉 + 𝑏 |Φ2(t)〉 𝑒
−𝑖Δ𝜀 𝑡

Periodically modulated 
interaction term:

Quasienergy
difference

More generally, for any amplitude 
modulation Ω(𝑡):

Results in evolution that is 
mirror symmetric for two 
arms at all times

(Ω 𝑡 , 0, +δωD)

(Ω 𝑡 , 0, −δωD)

Torque vectors, 
arm 1 and arm 2

Plane of mirror symmetry

Bloch sphere
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Sine-wave drive Floquet pulse results

Arm 1

Arm 2

δωD = 2𝜋 × 2 MHz

Ω0 = 2𝜋 × 5 MHz

+δωD

−δωD

• Arms evolve symmetrically

• Peak transfer efficiency >0.99

Bloch sphere

Ω 𝑡 = Ω0 cos(𝛽𝑡)
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Square-wave drive Floquet pulse results

δωD = 2𝜋 × 2 MHz

(+Ω, 0, Δ)(−Ω, 0, Δ)

• Piecewise constant square-wave drive is 
similar to a composite pulse sequence

• Constant precession rate allows for a 
geometric solution for perfect transfer:

Arm 1

Arm 2

Find cone 
intersections

Predicted 
modulation 
frequency

Ω0 = 2𝜋 × 5 MHz
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Higher order geometric solutions

n = 2

Can find geometric solutions at larger detunings using more cones:

An n-cone solutions exists for detuning in range:

This corresponds to n half-periods of modulation. However, in general perfect transfer 

occurs at a partial last half-period. Precession on each cones is at a fixed rate 

n = 4

Corresponding cone angle:
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Characterize Floquet pulses vs Doppler shift

+            – +           – +

+        – +        – +        – +

+     – +     – +     – +     – +

Find optimal modulation frequency at each Doppler shift
Higher-order square drive pulses

2 ( Τπ Ω)

2( Τπ Ω)

π

2
( Τπ Ω)

Square-wave drive

Sine-wave drive

Floquet pulse duration

Doppler detuning (MHz)

Ω = δωD

Ω ≫ δωD Ω ≪ δωD

Optimal sine

AOM sine

Asymptotes

Doppler-
shifted 
resonance

𝒏 = 𝟐

𝒏 = 𝟑
𝒏 = 𝟒 𝒏 = 𝟓

𝒏 = 𝟑

𝒏 = 𝟒

𝒏 = 𝟓
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Floquet pulse efficiency

• Focus on square-wave pulses

• Square pulses are uniformly faster (less spontaneous emission)

Theory is expected 
pulse efficiency 
based on the pulse 
duration

• Loss is consistent with spontaneous emission

• Negligible residual loss from Doppler detuning
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Atom interferometry results

Example 200 ℏ𝑘 interferometer using square 

drive Floquet atom optics

• Modulation frequency tuned for each 
Floquet pulse for max transfer

• Optimized tradeoff between Doppler loss 
and excess spontaneous emission from 
Floquet (crossover occurs at ~50 ℏ𝑘)

• Able to maintain interferometer visibility 
out to 400 ℏ𝒌 (new record)

Wilkason et al., arXiv:2205.06965

Square drive preferred because of reduced 
pulse duration compared to sine (less 
spontaneous emission loss)

88Sr, 689 nm transition

Visibility of 40% (versus 2% uncompensated) 

Conventional 
pulses

Floquet
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Generalized π pulse condition

Transition 
amplitude:

“pulse area”

ϕ(t) and θ(t) related to angles of the
Floquet modes on the Bloch sphere

Generalized condition 
for perfect transfer:

Large detuning (weak coupling) Small detuning (strong coupling)

Lorentzian line shape

Here the two conditions are coupled (Floquet
modes periodically exchange energy w/ drive)

Conditions 
decouple
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Summary

Towards 1000 hk?

• Can increase power, reduce beam size for higher Rabi frequency, shorter pulses

→ Inhomogeneities currently negligible

• Issue: Non-linear effects in optical fiber (self-phase modulation)

→ Unwanted phase modulation breaks symmetry between arms

→ Measure light phase interferometrically and correct with arbitrary waveform 

generator (results shown here already incorporate this)

Floquet atom optics

• Amplitude modulated pulses yield mirror symmetric evolution for two arms and 
high transfer efficiency

• Can optimize transfer at each Doppler shift with appropriate modulation frequency

• Floquet Hamiltonian (periodic drive) describes dynamics consistently for large and 
small Doppler shifts


